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(54) Aperturcd web for disposable absorbent articles and method for making same

(57) An aoertureo web lor a lopsheet ol disposable

garments includes a plurality ol flat portions 8 extending

in parallel one to another in one direction and a plurality

ol aper ture rows oehned oeiween respective pairs of the

adjacent flat portions e. Each pair of the adjacent flat

portions 9 witn the aperture row therebetween are inter-

connected by a plurality of bridge-like portions 10 ex-

tending from these adjacent flat portions S across the

aperture 9 defined by them. Each of the flat portions E

is partially deformed upward to a level above the upper

surface 13 of the flat portion 3 along peripheral edges

ol the respective apertures 9 so as to lorm a plurality ol

substantially saw-tooth-shaped rising portions 12 which

make the upper surface of the web 1 relatively rough.
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Description

[0001] This mvenlton relates to apertured wees for

body exudates absorbent garments such as skm-con-

tactable sheets for disposable diapers and sanitary nap- s

kins.

[0002] Fig 3 of the accompanying drawings is a per-

spective view of a microapertured polymeric web 110

described in Japanese Patent Application Disclosure

Gazette (Kokai) No ShoS2-5755i in which the web 110 »o

exhibiting a substantially uniform soft and silky tactile

impression. The web 110 is intended to be used as a

topsheet or a backsheet in a disposable diaper and

made from a relatively thm plastic material as a starling

web Specifically the starting web is placed on a support *s

such as a mesh wuc and tiansportcd into a processing

zone m which the starting web is subjected to high pres-

sure liquid jets

[0003] The aperlured polymeric web 110 is foirned on

its skin-contactablc surface whh a plurality of cylindrical *o

projecttons 120 which have, in turn, microapertures 125

at their tops. Each of these microapertures 125 is

formed along its peripheral edge with irregularly shaped

petals The web 1 10 is claimed to have a soil labrtc-like

touch and to present no surface gloss 25

[0004] Whether the polymeric web used m disposable

diapers or sanilary napkins present a soft louch or not

when such web is in contact with the wearer's skin is

often determined on the basis of a certain softness ref-

erence, lor example, softness ol a woven or nonwoven 30

fabric made of natural fibers or synthetic fibers.

[0005] In the polymeric web a peripheral edge of

each microaperture formed at Ihe top of each cylindrical

projection is finely divided so as to form the irregularly

shaped petals Probably the irregularly shaped petals

provide a soil labnc touch when Ihe wearer's skin rubs

the irregularly shaped petals. However even when the

polymeric web is formed with a plurality of the cylindrical

projections, there is an apprehension that these projec-

tions may rather increase a rigidity of the web. Accord- *o

ingiy it is difficult tor the polymeric web to reconcile a

high soltness and a high drapeabilily as provided by a

woven- or nonwoven fabric. A lopsheet in a body exu-

dates absorbent garment can comfortably adopt itself to

the wearer's skin only when the softness and drapeabii- 45

ity are well reconciled

[0006] A drapeabilily of the porymonc web can be im-

proved by thinning the polymeric web For example, use

ol tow density polyethylene having a thickness ol 0.001

- 0 020 mm as the topsheet in disposable diapors or so

sanitary napkins will be etlective to improve the drape-

ability However such excessrvely thin web will inevita-

bly confront problems such thai the web must be han-

dled with excessive carefulness during the process for

manulacturinp diapers or napkins and the web can not ^5

bo easily peeled off from the woarcr's skm once the web
has been electrostatically attracted on the wearers skin

[0007] In view ol the above problems the invention

first aims to improve a drapeability of the conventional

polymeric web having a soft fabric-like touch The inven-

tion further aims to facilitate the relatively thin polymeric

web having its drapeability improved to be handled dur-

ing the process of manufacturing disposable garments.

The invention additionally aims to provide a method tor

manufacturing the polymeric web having a softness as

well as a high drapeability and having its handling facil-

itated

[0008] According to first and second aspects of the

invention respectively as will be described below

[0009] The first aspect of the invention relates to an

apertured web for a disposable garment, the apertured

web comprising an apertured polymeric web having up-

per and lower surfaces, the apertured polymeric web be-

ing 0.001 - 0.05 mm and including a plurality of sub-

stantially flat portions each being 0 03 - 1 mm wide,

extending in parallel one to another in one direction and

a plurality of intermittent apertures extending in the one

direction between each pair of the flat portions so as to

form a plurality of aperture rows extending in parallel

one to another in the one direction; the flat portions ad-

jacent one to another with the aperture rows therebe-

tween being interconnected by a plurality ol bridge-like

portions extending both of the flat portions adjacent one

to another across the aperture rows: and the intermittent

apertured being defined by edges of the flat portions ex-

tending in the one direction and edges of the bridge-like

portions extending transversely of the flat portions, the

flal portions being formed al least along the edges there-

of extending in the one direction with a plurality of sub-

stantially saw-tooth-shaped rising portions rising up-

ward from the upper surface of the flat portions so as to

make the upper surface more rough than the lower sur-

face of the flat portions

[0010] The first aspect of the invention includes pref-

erable embodiments as follows.

(1) Most of the mtermitlent apertures have a width

of 0.07 - 1 mm and a length corresponding to 1.5

or more times of the width

(2) A tension exerted on the web transversely of the

aperture rows causes only the bridge-like portions

to be stretched and thereby causes the web to be

stretched transversely of the aperture rows.

(3) A fibrous layer having a basis weight of 2 - 30

g/m* is joined to the lower surface of the polymeric

web to form a composite web.

(4) The fibrous layer comprises thermoplastic syn-

thetic fibers or chemical fibers having a fineness of

1 - 13d

<5) The fibrous layer includes natural fibers.

(6) The fibrous layer comprises hydrophilic fibers

(7) The polymeric web is lormed with a plurality of

liqutd guiding passages each having a diameter of

0.1-5 mm and extending downward from the upper

surface

2
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[0011] The second aspect of the invention relates to

a method for continuously manufacturing an apertured

web composed ol an aoerlured polymeric web as tirst

web having upper and lower surfaces, sheet-like fibrous

assembly as a second web having upper and lower sur-

faces, the upoer surface of the second web being joined

to the lower surface of the first web. and a plurality of

rising portions formed on the upper surface of the first

web by a part of the lirst web so as to make the upper

surface of the fust wco rough, the method comprising

the steps cf

(2) The step d comprises a step of feeding the first

web together with a second web into a nip between

a pair of heated rolls to heat-seal these two webs

(3) The step b comprises a step of bonding the first

s and second weos together by means of adhesrve

agent

(4) The first web induces any one of tne thermo*

plastic synthetic fibers, chemical fibers and natural

fibers

io (5) The method further including a step of making

the second web hydrophilic

a. continuously feeding the first web in one direc-

tion

C continuously leedmg the second web tn the one

direction so mat tne upper surface of the second

web is placed upon tne tower surface of the first

web followed by joining these first and second

webs together unaer a pressure to form a first com-

posite wet

c continuously teedinq Ihe first composite web in

one direction so that the upper surface of the first

web as one component of the first composite web

is subjected to pillar-shaped water |els supplied

from nozzle means having a plurality of fine orifices

arranged transversely of tne one direction and. if

desired, ine upper surface ot the first web is repeat-

edly subjected to the pillar-shaped water jets de-

scriomg their corresponding loct substantially

aliqnea one with another unlil the first web is at least

locally torn along the loci thereby the first web is

termed with a plurality of aperture rows extending

tn parallel one lo anoiner in the one direction and

second composite web is obtained, and

a continuously feeding the second composite web
m one Direction sc Inal the lower surface of Ihe sec-

ond weo as the other component ol the second

composite web is subjected to pillar-shaped water

ibis supplied Horn nozzle means having a plurality

of fine orifices arianged transversely of the one di-

rection using pillar-shaped water jets preferably ar-

ranged so as to describe their loci substantially

aligned with the loo described by the corresponding

pillar-shaped water jets on the step c more prefcr-

aDty two or more times, until the first web is partially

oeloimeo substantially m the saw tooth- shape up-

ward from tne tower surface of the first web along

peripheral edqes cf tne apertures tn the respective

aoenure rows which nave been lormed as a result

of local tearing ol the first web under the effect of

the piiiar-shaped water jets

[0012] Tr.o sceonn aspect of tno invention includes

preferable manners of execution as follows

(1 ) The step b comprises a step of pressing the first

web m its thermally softened state against the sec-

ond web

[0013] Embodiments of the invention are describee

below with reference to the accompanying orawings, in

which

Fig 1 is a perspective view of polymeric web ac-

cording to the invention.

Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken along a line H-ll in

so Fig 1

Fig 3 is sectional view taken along a line Ill-Ill in

F»g. 1.

Fig 4 is a perspective view showing an embodiment

.of composite web incorporated with the polymeric

25 web as a component

Fig 5 is a perspective view showing another em-

bodiment of the composite web incorporated with

the polymeric web as a component

Fig 6 is a diagram schematically illustrating a man-
30 ulacturing process for a continuous polymeric web

Fig. 7 ts a diagram schematically illustrating a man-

ufacturing process for the continuous composite

web and

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a poiymei ic web man-
-"•5 ufactured according to the prior art

[0014] An aparlured web according to the invention

particularly intended to be used m disposable garments

as well as a method for making such a web will be more
40 fully described with reference to the accompanying

drawings

[0015] A polymeric web 1 shown by Fig 1 in a per-

spective view is made of a thermoplastic synthetic resin

film and has a flexibility The web 1 comprises a plurality

J5 ot substantially fiat portions 8 extending in parallel one

to another in a direction as indicated by a double-head-

ed arrow Y a plurality of aperture rows 11 extending also

in the direction Y Each of the aperture rows 1 1 includes

aperture 9 delined between each pair of the adiacent

*o ftat portions 9, bridge-like portions 10 extending across

the respective apertures 9 between each pair ot the ad-

jacent flat portions E. and a plurality of rising portions 1

2

formed on edges of tno apertures 9 so as to extend up-

ward wilh respect to upper surfaces 13 of Ihe flat por-

*5 lions 3. A thickness of the web 1 should be understood

to be a thickness of the flat portions S

[0016] Figs 2 and 3 are sectional view taken along

lines 11-11 and Ill-Ill respectively, in Fig 1 Each of the

25

30

3
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flat portions S has a thickness ol 0 001 - 0.05 mm and

a width ol 0 03 -1 mm as measured in a direction

as indicated by a double-headed arrow X between a pair

of the adjacent apertures 9 9 A plurality of the apertures

3 are lormed intermittently m the direction Y so as to

delme each ol the aperiure rows 11 Each ol these ap-

ertures 9 preferably has a wicfth W2 of 0.07 - 1 mm cor-

responding to 1 5 or more limes of its length The bridge-

'ike portions 10 extending across the respective aper-

tures rows 11 arc formed intermittently m the direction

Y There are provided two types of these bridge-like por-

tions 10. i.e. those (lOAi wnich extend upward or down-

ward trom the upper surfaces 13 of the flat portions 9 to

the upper surfaces 13 of tne respectively adjacent flat

cordons 9 so as Ic describe arcs and those { tOB) wnich

arc flusn witn the flat portions 5 Prclcrably. each of the

brroge-like portions 10 has a width W
3 of at least 0 01 -

2 mm as measuied in the direction Y. Each of the rising

poitions 12 ts formed by partially folding the flat portion

c upward along tnc cage of the aperture 9 and has a

proximal ena 16 connected to the flal portion 3 and a

dec ena 1 7 extending upward from tnc proximal end 1 6.

Eacn ol me apertures 9 is defmea by edges 19 extend-

ing substantially m the direction Y and edges 1 9 extend-

ing substantially m tne direction X An upper edge 17A

of mo free end 17 forms irregularly shaped petals at

least along ihe eage ic The upper edge 17A lies at a

height H cf 0 - 1 mrn as measured from the upper sur-

face l 3 ol the fiat portion c

[001 7] Such irregularly shwped petals ol the upper

edge 17A occurs tor example in a manner as seen in

Fig 2 Spocrticairy a substantially triangular zone 23 de-

fined Cy an cchque stOe 21 Hscending substantially

nghtwarcj. an oblique bide 22 ascending substantially

leftward ano ir.e proximal end 16 extending between

these two cDlique sides 21 22 repeatedly appears A

thickness ol the rising coition 12 should be equal to or

less than the thickness ol tnc flat portion £ so that upon

ccr.lactmg ihe wearer's skin, tne rising portion 12 may
ce flexibly deiormey ana give the upper surface of the

won 1 soli and smooth valve: touch

(0018] White it is oiiticuli lo visibly identity each ol the

rising portions 12 these rising portions 12 entirely make
the upper surlacc of the wee i Huffy and give the upper

surface somewhat rougn appearance Over such upper

surluce ct the weo l light rays incident thereupon is dif-

fusively reflected cy tne nsmg portions 12 and the upper

surlrtce is correspondingly less glossy than the lower

surface ol the wee 1 in this rnannei the rising portions

12 arc elective to reduce surface gloss peculiar to the

smcoln polymeric wee 1 Such eflect ol reducing the

surface qtoss wit! be further unproved wnen the respec-

tive flat portions r are provided on their uppor surface

13 win h plurality ol lm« irregularities lormed by em-

cossmp

[0019] Tnc polymer rc wee 1 can be easily folded

along the aperture rows 11 wrth a high drapeability If

most ol Ihe aperture** 9 have then lengths 1.5 or more

times of their widths, the drapeability will be further im-

proved Expression "most" should be understood to

mean 70 % or higher, preferably 30 °/o or higher and

more preferably 90 % or higher of the total number of

5 these apertures 9 When the web 1 includes the bridge-

like portions 10 which describe the arcs bulging upward

or downward (torn the upper surfaces 1 3 of the iespec-

tive flat portions c (i e . in the case of the bridge-like por-

tions 10A). these arcs are flattened as Ihe web 1 is suc-

w joctcd to a tension in the direction X orthogonal to the

aperture rows 11 and therefore the web l is streichable

tn the direction X Depending on the material for the wee

1 . the stretchabiiity of the bridge-like portions 10 is high

particularly when each of Ihe bridge-like portions 10 has
'5 a width ol 0.001 - 0 1 mm Strelchabihly cf the web l

also contributes lo improvement of its drapeability

[0020] It has been found that the web 1 can be used

as Ihe most suitable liguid-permeable topsheet in dis-

posable diapers or sanitary napkins when its air-perme-

?o ability is adjusted to 50 - 700 mm 3/cm2 sec as meas-

ured according to JIS (Japanese Industries Standards)-

L-1096 and its liquid-resistance is adjusted to 0 - 200

mm as measured according to JIS-L-1092

[0021] Fig 4 is a perspective view of a composite web
25 100 exemplanly showing a manner in which the web 1

is used The web 1 itself is relatively thin and it may be

difficult to handle it during Ihe manufacturing process for

disposable diapers or sanitary napkins The web 1 is apt

to be torn along the aperture rows 1 1 and such tendency

30 also makes it difticult to handle the web 1 Furthermore,

once the lowei surface 14 of the web 1 has been tightly

attracted onto the wearer's skin under the electrostatic

effect, it will be inconvemenlly difficult lo peel off the web
1 from the skm. To avoid such problems, a fibrous layer

3S 2 is joined to tne lower surface 14 ol the web i as in the

embodiment shown by Fig 4 so lhal a thickness ol the

web 1 may be increased without loss of a desired touch

peculiar to Ihe rising portions 12 and at Iho same time

h tear strength ol the web 1 may be improved Improve-

**o ment of the tear strength facilitates the web 1 to be han-

dled

[0022] The librous layer 2 preferably has a basts

weight of 2 - 30 g''m2 and made of thermoplastic syn-

thetic libers chemical libers such as rayon fibers, a mix*
•*& lure of these synthetic fibers and chemical fibers or a

mixture of the synthetic fibers or chemical fibers and nat-

ural libers such as cotton fibers or pulp fibers The fi-

brous layer 2 preferably is a nonwoven fabric made ol

any one ol Ihe libers or a mixture thereof and presents

»o a flexibility More preferably, the fibrous layer 2 is a non-

woven fabric made of thermoplastic synthetic Itbers hav-

ing a fineness ol 0 1 - 15 d. It should be understood

here lhat such a nonwoven fabric includes a nonwoven
labnc made ol melt blown fibers

*5 [0023] When ihe composite web 100 is used as a liq-

uidpcrmoablc topsheet in disposable diapers or sani-

tary napkins it is preferable that the composite web 100

has an air -permeability of 50 - 700 mm3/cm2 sec as

4
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measured m the thickness direction of the fibrous layer

2 according to JIS-L-1096 and a liquid-resistance of 0 -

200 mm as measured according to JIS-L-1092. In addi-

tion, the fibrous layer 2 is preferably made of hydrophilic

fibers The web 1 and the fibrous layer 2 may be joined 5

together by means of heat- or ultrasonic-sealing tech-

nique or suitable adhesive agent such as hot melt ad-

hesive

[0024] The polymeric web 1 as well as the composite

web 100 as have been described above can be advan- to

tageously used as the liquid-permeable topsheet in the

body exudates absorbent garment (or the reason as fol-

lows Body exudates discharged on the flat pontons 8

flow through a valley defined between each pair of the

nsing portions 12 which are adjacent to each other in '£

the direction Y into the adjacent aperture S. on one hand,

and directly flow into tne apertures 9 at locations of the

flat portions 3 having no rising portion 1 2 along their side

edges (i.e.. the locations at which the height ot the rising

portions 12 is substantially zero) on the other hand In *f

this way the body exudates can be rapidly absorbed by

the core Accordingly, both the web 1 and the composite

web 1 00 are free from any apprehensive inconvenience

that any amount of body exudates stay on the upper sur-

face of the web 1 after dischaiged whether the rising 2S

portions 12 arc present or not around the apertures

[0025] Fig 5 is a view similar lo Fig 4 showing an

alternate manner in which the web 1 is actually used in

the form of composite web 200 While this composite

web 200 also comprises the weo l and the tibrous layer 30

2 just as in the case of the composite web 100. the web
l used as a component of this composite web 200 in-

cludes liquid guiding passages 51 in addition to the ar-

rangement snown by Fig. i. Each of the liquid guiding

passages 5 1 has a tubular configuration extending from J5

the upper surlace to the lower surface of the web 1 More

specifically, me liquid guiaing passage 51 comprises an

upper opening 52. a lower opening 53 and a lubular wall

54 extending between these Iwo openings 52. 53 Each

of tnese openings 52. 53 has a diameter of 0. 1 - 5 mm. -to

more preferably of 1 5 - 5 mm An open area ratio of

ihe upper openings 52 to Ihe upper surface of Ihe web
1 is 1 - 70V more preferably 5-50 %. The liquid guid-

ing passage 51 has a lengtn of 0 1 - 5 mm. more pref-

erably 0 2-3 mm While the tibrous layer 2 is shown to J5

cover the lower surface 14 of tne web 1 only its zone

extending around the lower openings 53 of tho respec-

tive liquid guiding passages 5 1 . it is also possible to cov-

er the lower surlace 14 inclusive ol all the lower open-

ings 53 50

[0026] Such compostle web 200 is suitable particular-

ly for use as the topsheet in disposable diapers or san-

itary napkins So far as the lower openings 53 arc tn con-

tact with the liquid-absorbent core of diapers or napkins,

body exudates discharged on diapers or napkins can be *s

rapidly guided by the liquid guiding passages 51 to the

core To ensure such liquid guiding effect it is preferable

that each of the liquid guiding passages 51 is tapered

from its upper opening 52 to its lower opening 53 and at

least an inner surlace of its tubular wall 54 is hydrophilic

[0027] Fig 5 is a diagram exemplarily illustrating a

process according to which the web 1 is manufactured.

[0028] Starting from the left hand in Fig 6. a web 61

ol thermoplastic synthetic resin htm is discharged trom

an extruder 62 and then fed by feed rolls 63 to a first

processing zone 65 In the first processing zone 65 the

web 61 has its upper surface 61 A subjected toa plurality

of pillar-snapcd water jets supplied from a nozzle array

64 having a plurality of orifices arranged at a predeter-

mined pitch transversely ol the web 61. The web 61 is

torn at its spots directly impinged by the pillar-shaped

water jets or in the vicinity of these spots and conse-

quenlly h pluralily ol intermittent apertures 60 (not

shown) are formed longitudinally of tho web 61 as the

latter travels so as to form a plurality of aperture rows

66 {not shown) extending in parallel one to another

transversely of the web 61 . In this manner, a continuous

web 59 is obtained The web 59 corresponds to the web
1 shown by Fig 1 and the intermittent aperlures 60 lorm-

ing the aperture rows 66 correspond to the apertures 9

and the aperture rows 1 1 ,
respectively, shown by Fig. 1

The tirst processing zone 65 may include, in addition to

the nozzle array 64. second and third nozzle arrays 64A.

64B adapted to supply pillar-shaped water jets, if nec-

essary to form the aperture rows 66 These nozzle ar-

rays 64 64A. 54B arc preferably arranged so that cor-

responding orifices of these nozzle arrays are substan-

tially aligned one with another transversely ol Ihe web

61 and therefore the corresponding orifices describe loci

which arc substantially placed one upon another Below

Ihe first processing /one 65 there is provided a suction

mechanism 40 adapted to collect the amount of water

jetted from tne respective nozzle arrays under an effect

ol suclion Lower surface 61 B ol the web 61 in Fig 6

corresponds to the upper surface of the web 1 in Fig. 1.

[0029] The web 61 which has been formed with the

aperlures m the first processing zone 65 may be then

subjected to the pillar-shaped water jets supplied trom.

instead of tne second and third nozzle arrays 64A, 64B
in the same zone 65 a fourth nozzle array 6B alone or

lourtn. hlth and sixth nozzle arrays 66. 63A. 68B in a

second processing zone 67 which underlies the lower

surface 6 1 B ot the web 61 so far as the water jets sup-

plied from these nozzle arrays 68. 63A. 68B describe

loci substantially placed upon the loci described by the

water jets supplied Irom Ihe hrst no/zle array 64. In this

case peripheral edges of the respective apertures 60

arc deformed in a direction of the pillar-shaped water

lets to which the web 61 is subjected in the second

piocessmg zone 67. i.e.. from the lower surface 61 B to-

ward the upper surface 61 A of the web 61. The upper

surface 61 A of the web 61 corresponds to the upper sur-

lace ol the web 1 shown by Fig 1.

[0030] Fig 7 is a diagram exemplarily illustrating a

process for manufacturing continuous composite web
100 m which materials as well as the steps similar lo

5
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those illustrated in Fig 6 arc designated by the simitar

reference numerals, respectively A second web 72

comprising sheet-like librous assembly destined to lorm

the fibrous layer 2 is continuously fed from the left hand

in the diagram A first web 6 1 comprising a thermoolastic s

synthetic resin wee aischarped Irom tin extruder 62 is

placed, in its inermaliy softened state, upon an upper

surlace 72A of the second web 72 and fed together into

a nip between a pair ol pressure rolls 73 In this way

these two webs 6 1 . 72 arc bonded together so as to form io

first composite web 101

[00311 *n a first processing zone 65 the first weo 61

as one component ol the first composite web 1 01 has

its upper surlace 61 A subjected to a plurality of pillar-

shaped water jets supplied from a nozzle array 64 hav- '5

mg a plurality ol oirficcs airanged at a predetermined

pitch transversely of the first composite web 101 The

hrst web 61 is torn at its spots directly impinged by the

pillar-shaped water jets or m the vicinity of these spots

and consequently formed with a plurality of intermittent CO

apertures 60 (net shown) longitudinally of the lirsl com-

posite web 101 as the latter travels so as to form a plu-

rality of aperture rows 66 mot shown) extending in par-

allel one to anotner transversely ol the lirst composite

web 101 In this manner a continuous second compos- £5

itc web 102 is obtained The first processing zone 65

may mcluae. m addition to the no/zle array 64, second

and third nozzle airays 64A 64B adapted to supply pil-

lar-shaped water jets if necessary to form the aperture

rows 66 These noz/ie arrays 64 64A. 64B are prefer- 30

ably airanged so that conespondmg orifices of these

nozzle arrays arc sucstantially aligned one with another

transversely d the first composite web 101 and there-

fore the conespondmg orifices describe loci which are

substantially placed one upon another Below the first -?5

processing zone 65. there is provided a suction mech-

anism 40 adapted to collect the amount ot water jetted

from the respective nozzio arrays under an effect of suc-

tion

[0032) The second composite web 102 is then trans- *o

ported into a second processing zone 67 Similar to the

tirsi processing zone 65 the second processmq zone

67 mcluoes nozzle arrays 66. 68A 68B and a suction

mechanism 69 Tnc second web 72 as one component

of tne secona composite weo 102 has rts lower surface

72B subjected to pillar shaped watei |ets The respec-

tive apertures 60 ol the first web 61 already formed by

the pillar-shaped water |ets tn the lirst processing zone

65 now hcjve their peripheral edges delormed in accord-

ance with the direction in which the pillar-shaped water so

jets are directeo. t e from the tower surlace 6 1 B toward

theupDer surtace5l Act the first web 61. In this manner

a third composite web i03 is obtained The water jets

supplied Ircm the nozzle arrays 63. 68A 63B preferably

desence loci which are substantially aligned with the loci

acscrioed by the nozzle arrays 64. 64A 64B in the first

processing zone 65

[0033] The thira composite web 1 03 is taken up on a

reel or cut into a desired size so as to obtain the com-

posite web 100 as shown by Fig 4 The first and second

webs 6i . 72 in the third composite web 103 correspond

to the polymeric web i and the fibrous layer 2 tn the

composite web 100 respectively, and the aperture 60

and the aperture rows 66 ot the lirst web 61 correspond

to the apertures 9 and the aperture rows 11 of the pol-

ymeric web 1 . respectively The peripheral edges of the

apertures 60 formed by locally tearing ol the trrst web

61 under the effect of the pillar-shaped water jets arc

destined to form the rising portions 12 of the polymeric

web 1

[0034] Both rn the first and second processing zones

65 67 illustrated in Figs 6 and 7 respectively it is pref-

erable that the nczzle has a diameter of 50 - 150 um,

oach pair of the adjacent nozzles arc spaced from each

other at a pitch of 0 2 - 2 mm a water pressure is se-

lected within a range ol 30 - 200 kg/cm2 and a suction

pressure is selected within a range of 200 - 1000 mm
H20 Both in the zones 65 67 the respective webs to

be processed are transported in a desired direction on

suitable supports such as mosh screens.

[0035] Referring to the process illustrated by Fig 7 if

the lirsl and secona webs 61. 72 are led at a room tem-

perature, these webs 61 . 72 may be subjected to a pres-

sure heat-scaling between a pair of heated rolls in order

to obtain the tirsi composite web 101 Alternatively,

these first and second webs 61. 72 may be bonded to-

gether by means of suitable adhesive agent such as hot

melt adhesive to obtain the lirst composite web 101

(0036) It it is necessaiy the first and second webs 61

.

72 may be made hydrophilic at suitable steps of the

process illustrated by Fig 7 The hrst web 61 may be

replaced by a film which is being uniaxially stretched

along a machine direction in which the film travels in or-

der to (HCilitHte the intermittent apertures to be obtained

[0037] The invention allows the polymeric web and/or

the composite weo thereof to bo used not only as the

Itqutd-permeable topsneet but also as the tiquid-imper-

meable topsheet in various disposable garments such

as diapers, sanitary napkins, training shorts, diapers for

incontinent patient and pads ot various types

[0038] For adoption of the polymeric web and/or the

composite web thereof in the garments as have been

described above, principally its orientation is not impor-

tant However particularly when these polymeric web
and'or composite web thereof arc adopted as the top-

sheet in the garments these web are preferably orient-

ed so that the aperture rows as well as the rising portions

may extend longitudinally of the garments and body ex-

udates discharged on the garments may flow and

spread longitudinally of the garments

[0039] The invention allows the polymeric web to be

easily flexed along the aperture rows with a relatively

high drapeabilily. stnee the polymeric web is provided

on its upper surfaco with a plurality of aperture rows ex-

tending m one direction and the peripheral edges ot the

respective apertures are formed with the undulating line

6
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and dcformablc rising portions The invention allows al-

so the surface gloss peculiar to the smooth polymeric

web lo be eflechvely suppressed so as to provide a soil

velvet touch

[0040] The composite web oblained by joining the fi-

brous layer to the lower surface ol the polymeric web
well maintains the comfortable touch provided by the up-

per surface ol the polymeric web and at the same time

increase a thickness and a tear strength sufficient to

handle the composite web without an excessive care*

fulness

[0041] By forming the composite web with the liquid

guiding passages, the liquid-permeability can be im-

proved without loss of the comfortable touch provided

by the upper surfnee of the web

Claims

1. An apcrturcd web for a disposable garment, said

apertured web comprising

an apertured polymeric web having upper and
lower surfaces, said apertured polymeric web
being 0 001 - 0 05 mm and including a plurality

of substantially flat portions, each being 0 03 ~

1 mm wide extending in pHrallel one to another

in one direction and a plurality of intermittent

apertures extending in said one direction be-

tween each pair ol said flat portions so as to

form a plurality of aperture rows extending in

parallel one to another in said one direction

said flat portions adjacent one to another with

said aperture rows therebetween being inter-

connected by a plurality of bridge-like portions

exlendmg both of said flat portions adjacenl

one to another across said aperture rows and
said intcrmrttcnt apertures being defined by

edges ol said Hat portions extending in said one

direction and edges oi said bridge-like portions

extending transversely of said flat portions,

said flat portions oemg formed at least along

said edges thereof extending in said one direc-

tion with a plurality of substantially sawtooth-

snaped rising portions rising upward trom said

upper surlace of said flat portions so as to make
said upper surface more rough than said lower

surface of said Hat portions

2. The apcrturcd web according to Claim 1. wherein

most ol said intermittent aperture have a width of

0.07 - 1 mm and a length corresponding to 1 5 or

more times of said width

3. The apertured web according to Claim 1 . wherein a

tension exerted on said web transversely of said ap-

erture rows causes only said bridge-like portions to

be stretched and thereby causes said web to be

stretched transversely of said aperture rows

4. The apertured web according to Claim 1 . wherein a

fibrous layer having a basis weight of 2 - 30 g/m2

5 is joined to the lower surface of said polymeric web
lo form a composite web

5. The apertured web according to Claim 4 wherein

said librous layer comprises thermoplastic synthet-

ic ic fiocrs oi chemical fibers having a fineness of 1 -

t5d

6. The apertured web according to Claim 5 wherein

said fibrous layer includes natural fibers.

15

7. The apcrturcd web according to Claim 4, wherein

said fibrous layer comprises hydrophilic fibers.

B. The apertured web according to Claim 4. wherein
*c said polymeric web is formed with a plurality of liquid

guiding passages each having a diameter ol 0 1 -

5 mm and extending downward from said upper sur-

face

£5 9. A method tor continuously manufacturing an aper-

tured web composed of a flexible apertured poly-

meric web as a first web having upper and lower

surfaces, sheet-like flexible fibrous assembly as a

second web having upper and lower surfaces, said

upper surtace of said second web being joined to

said lower surface of said first web. and a plurality

of rising portions formed on said upper surface of

said lirsl web by a part ol said first web so as to

make said upper surface of said first web rough.

^5 saw method comprising the steps of

a. continuously feeding said first web in one di-

rection

b continuously feeding said second web in said

"*o one direction so that the upper surface of said

second web is placed upon the lower surface

of said lirsl web. followed by bonding these first

and second webs together under a pressure lo

form first composite web:
45 c continuously feeding said first composite

web in one direction so that the upper surface

of said first web as one component of said first

composite web is subjected lo pillar-shaped

water jets supplied Irom nozzle means having
50 a plurality of fine orifices arranged transversely

of said one direction and. if desired, said upper

surlace of said first web is repeatedly subjected

to said pillar-shaped water jets describing their

corresponding loci substantially aligned one
*5 with another until said first web is at least locally

torn along said loci, thereby said first web is

formed with a plurality of aperture rows extend-

ing in parallel one lo another in said one direc-

7
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lion and second composite web is obtained,

and

d. continuously leeding said second composite

web in one direction so that the lower surface

of said second web as the other component of s

said second composite web is subjected to pil-

lar-shaped water jets supplied from nozzle

means having a plurality of fine orifices ar-

ranged transversely of said one direction, using

pillar-shaped water jets preferably arranged so '0

as to descnoe tneir loci substantially aligned

with the loci described by the corresponding pil-

lar-shaped water jets on said step c. more pref-

erably two or more times until said first web is

partially deformed substantially in the saw- '5

tooth- shape upward from said lower surface ol

said first weo aiong peripheral edges of said ap-

ertures in the respective aperture rows whtch

have been tormed as a result of local tearing of

said first web under the effect of said pillar- 20

shaped water jets

10. The method according to Claim 9. wherein said step

b comprises a step ot pressing said lirsl web in its

thermally softened state against said second web. 2$

1 1 . The melhoo according to Claim 9. wherein said step

D compnsos a step of feeding said first web together

wiih second web into a nip between a pair of heated

rolls to heat-seal these two webs oo

1 2. The method according to Claim 9. whorcm said step

c comprises a step ol bonding said first and second

webs together oy means ol adhesive agent

OS

1 3. The method accoromq lo Claim 9. wherein said drst

web includes any one of said thermoplastic synthet-

ic tiDcrs, chemical fibers and natural fibers

14. The method according to Claim 9 further including *o

a step of making said second web hydrophilic

•iS

SO

55
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